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ABSTRACT
This study extensively investigated the hydrogen production and heat transfer distribution
in atmospheric pressure dielectric barrier discharge plasma reactor. Ammonia gas was
fed into a plasma plate reactor at flow rates of 0.1─1 L/min with different electrode gap
distances of 1 mm and 4.5 mm. The heat transfer distribution was determined for the
metallic and dielectric electrodes. The maximum conversion rates of the reactor with
electrode gap distances of 4.5 mm, 1 mm were 83% and 19.2%, respectively. At a reactor
electrode gap distance of 4.5, the maximum energy efficiencies mm were 0.193%,
0.178%, and 0.105% at ammonia input flow rates of 1, 0.5, and 0.1 L/min, respectively.
The results at an electrode gap distance of 1 mm were 0.042%, 0.038%, and 0.022% at
ammonia input flow rates of 1, 0.5 and 0.1 L/min, respectively.
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INTRODUCTION
Ammonia gas is considered an important hydrogen energy carrier and can deliver
COx-free hydrogen for different applications, such as fuel cells [1]. In recent decades,
different studies have evaluated hydrogen storage [2]. Fossil fuels and renewable energy
sources are the most used methods to produce hydrogen and include coal, natural gas,
biomass, hydropower, geothermal, solar, and wind energy [3]. Methods of hydrogen
production from fossil fuel and biomass resources have been extensively investigated,
such as steam, partial oxidation, autothermal, plasma, aqueous phase, and pyrolysis
methods [4].
A number of renewable energy projects have applied a methodology to evaluate the
effectiveness of instruments to increase energy efficiency to 45% by 2030 [5]. Most of
the available hydrogen in the market is produced by steam reforming and water
electrolysis. The energy balance of experimental and theoretical catalytic steam
reforming reactions has been investigated [6]. Steam methane reforming has been
performed over a mixed Ni/MgAl+CrFe3O4 catalyst [7]. Hydrogen production vapor has
been investigated using dielectric barrier discharge plasma (DBD) from different
materials such as ammonia, hydrocarbons, water vapor, and biomass fuels.
A nonlinear autoregressive model was used to predict the syngas temperature and
composition of biomass gasification during plant operation with different operating
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conditions [8]. Non-thermal plasma was used to assist the decomposition of benzene as
a tar analogue [9]. Gliding arc non-thermal plasma has also been used to generate H2 and
H2O2 [10]. Preliminary results have been investigated for hydrogen production from
water vapor [11]. A kinetic model has been provided for hydrogen production from water
vapor plasmolysis at atmospheric pressure in a dielectric barrier discharge micro-channel
reactor [12].
Recently, the development of dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) plasma at
atmospheric pressure has increased [13]. DBD plasma involves a specific type of AC
discharge at atmospheric pressure. It provides non-equilibrium plasma with good
thermodynamics. DBD plasma is mostly effective in chemical and physical processes of
gases [14]. The main advantages of DBD plasma are its ability to produce highly reactive
plasma at room temperature with low electric power consumption and a short time
response [15]. However, recent DBD plasma applications have had unfavorable
temperature increases due to the use of modern reactors and operation at higher frequency.
DBD plasma has been applied in several applications, such as pollutant removal [16],
biomedical applications [17], surface treatment [18], and flow control [19]. The heat
generated by atmospheric-pressure or non-equilibrium DBD plasma often causes energy
waste. Therefore, most of the plasma applications use an external cooling circuit. The
resulting temperature rise from plasma is significantly affected by various chemical and
electronic processes. To have better operating conditions, the plasma temperature must
be controlled appropriately. Several attempts have been made to understand the heat
transfer mechanism. Plasma diagnostics, computer modeling, and detailed experimental
analyses have been developed to recognize local temperatures [20].
Atmospheric-pressure DBD plasma can be characterized as weakly ionized plasma
with properties resembling transient high-pressure glow discharge properties. Due to the
presence of a dielectric barrier material, the energy input into the plasma system is limited.
However, the gas temperature of the DBD plasma in practical applications has increased,
and the plasma reaction fields strongly depends on the plasma properties and external
cooling conditions.
Several studies on the heat transfer across plasma reactors have been developed [21].
The reactor heating temperature effect on the steam decomposition using DBD plasma
has been investigated [22]. The heat transfer mechanism characteristics in methane-DBD
plasma have been investigated [23]. A numerical simulation has been used to analyze the
momentum and heat transfer of Ar gas in a needle-to-plane dielectric barrier discharge
reactor [24]. DBD plasma ignition obviously generates non-uniform Joule heating.
Therefore, more information is needed about the heat transfer characteristics in
atmospheric-pressure or DBD plasma to optimize them for plasmas applications.
The current study reports on the hydrogen production and heat transfer distribution
across a plasma plate type reactor (PPR) using 0.5% ammonia-argon as a base gas. The
effects of the electrode gap distance and residence time on the ammonia decomposition
were investigated. The heat transfer distributions across the PPR were analyzed at
different voltages, and the total heat transfer rate and overall heat transfer coefficient were
determined at different operating conditions. The energy efficiency results of reactor
experiments were also compared.
EXPERIMENTAL
Ammonia-argon base gas with a concentration of 0.5% was decomposed into
hydrogen and nitrogen gas by DBD in PPR at atmospheric pressure. Figure 1 shows a
diagram of the experimental setup. Ammonia gas was fed into the electrode gap distance
of the PPR between both electrodes. Quartz glass was used as a dielectric with a thickness

of 2 mm. A high-voltage electrode was connected to a copper mesh, which had a
thickness of 0.25 mm. A metal plate (SUS 316) was used as the ground electrode and
connected to an oscilloscope.
The plasma was generated using a power source with a 10-kHz sinusoidal voltage of
12─18 kV. The DBD plasma was produced with a discharge area of 45 mm × 45 mm.
Measurements were taken for two different electrode gap distances of 4.5 mm and 1 mm.
The decomposed gases were collected from the outlet reactor port using a syringe. The
collected samples were analyzed using gas phase chromatography (GC; GC-2014S,
SHIMADZU). The GC device was calibrated, and the error was estimated to be within
±5%. The input power was determined by a power meter, and the temperature was
measured using K-type thermocouples connected at different PPR points. The feed gas
was controlled by a mass flow controller (MFC).
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Figure 1. Experimental setup.
Figure 2 shows a photo of the PPR assembly photo without plasma and at plasma
ignition. The gas inlet, outlet, and PPR surface temperatures were measured by K-type
thermocouples. Ammonia gas was fed into the PPR discharge gap at 0.1─1 L/min at
atmospheric pressure (100 kPa) and ambient temperature. The plasma discharge power
was determined at different voltages using the power meter. The DBD plasma was
generated in the discharge gap between the high-voltage electrode and the ground
electrode. The energy distributions across the ground electrode, high-voltage electrode,
and heat loss are discussed.
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Figure 2. Plasma plate reactor photos.
Energy distribution
The energy equation for heat transfer by conduction of macroscopic expression is
[21]:
=

+

+

(1)

where x is the gas flow direction [m], y is the perpendicular direction to flow [m], G is
the heat generation rate per unit volume [W. m-3], T is the gas temperature [K], u is the
gas velocity [m.s-1], ρCpg is the heat capacity of the feeding ammonia gas [J. m-3. K-1],
and λ is the thermal conductivity [W. m-1. K-1]. The heat conduction equation has been
used by many studies for modeling in DBD plasma analysis [19]. Uniform heat
generation has been produced by micro discharges.
Figure 3 shows the heat transfer resistances across the reactor. This figure shows the
heat flow from the plasma discharge gap to the high-voltage electrode. The total heat
transfer rate can be determined with the following equation [25]:
=
−
[ ]
(2)
where U is the overall heat transfer coefficient [W/m2.K], A is the total heat transfer area
[m2], Tg is the gas temperature, and Ta is the PPR’s surrounding temperature [K]. The
convection heat transfer from the inner plasma to the dielectric glass is obtained based on
the gas input conditions. The conduction heat transfer resistances through the metal and
dielectric electrodes are calculated according to equation (1).
Inner plasma area

1/hi

Heat loss to ambient
X/kg

1/ho

Heat flow
NH3 in
Dielectric glass

Figure 3. Heat transfer resistances from inner plasma to high-voltage electrode
direction.
The heat loss resistance from the high-voltage electrode surface to atmosphere was
determined using Churchill and Chu’s [26] Nusselt number relation:

Nu = 0.68 +

0.670 Ra1/ 4
[1 + (0.492 / Pr)9/16 ]4/9

(3)

where Pr is the Prandtl number, and Ra is the Rayleigh number (Ra=Gr Pr). The Grashof
number was estimated from the following relation:
Gr =

g β (Ts - Ta ) L3

ν2

(4)

where β [K-1] is the thermal expansion coefficient, ν [m2/s] is the kinematic viscosity, L
[m] is the gap length, g is gravitational acceleration, and Ts and Ta [K] are the reactorsurface and ambient temperatures, respectively. The external heat transfer coefficient can
be obtained from the Nusselt number relation, Nu=hol/kairj.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Ammonia as an energy carrier contains more hydrogen than other liquids.
Atmospheric-pressure plasma is characterized as a weak plasma due to the limited energy
fed into the plasma system. The effects of the electrode gap distance at different NH3
flow rates were examined, and the heat transfer distribution was determined for both
electrode gap distances.

Electrode gap distance effect
Figure 4 demonstrates the H2 concentration obtained at different flow rates and
electrode gap distances. The H2 concentration at a gap distance of 4.5 mm was higher
than that at 1 mm at all flow rates. The concentration of the H2 also increased with the
voltage. To clarify the effect of the gap distance, the produced H2 flow rate was compared
between ammonia gas flow rates of 0.1 and 1 L/min. The H2 gas flow rate was determined
based on GC concentration analysis. Figure 5 shows the results. The hydrogen flow rate
at a gap distance of 4.5 mm was higher than that at 1 mm.
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Figure 4. Comparison of hydrogen concentration at different discharge gap
distances.
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Figure 5. H2 flow rate versus voltage at different discharge gap distances.
It was clear that the ammonia decomposition was improved with increasing gap
distance. The residence time of ammonia decomposition can be determined based on the
feed gas flow rate and the electrode gap distance. The ammonia conversion rate was
calculated according to the following relation:
NH3 conversion rate [%] =H2 conc [%]/ ([NH3]0 conc. ×1.5) ×100

(5)

where H2 conc is the produced hydrogen gas concentration at the PPR exit, and [NH3]0 is
the initial ammonia concentration.
Figure 6 shows the conversion rate of ammonia at different plasma voltages and
residence times with a gap distance of 4.5 mm. The conversion rate increased with the
residence time and reached a maximum value of 83.65% at a voltage of 18 kV and NH3
input flow rate of 0.1 L/min. Similarly, the conversion rate of ammonia decomposition
with a gap distance of 1 mm is shown in figure 7, where the conversion rate shows the
same trend. The maximum rate was 19.28% at 18 kV and 0.1 L/min. It is obvious that
the conversion rate values are lower than those at 4.5 mm due to the lower residence time
and ammonia reaction time at a gap distance of 1 mm.
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Figure 6. NH3 conversion rate versus residence time in PPR with electrode gap of
4.5 mm.
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Figure 7. NH3 conversion rate versus residence time in PPR with electrode gap of 1
mm.

Heat transfer distribution analysis
Figure 8 compares the heat transfer distribution across the dielectric, metal electrodes,
and heat loss to the atmosphere at 12 kV. These results were determined based on the
energy distribution equations discussed in the previous section. 80% of the DBD plasma
input power was transferred as heat to both electrodes [26], around 65% was transferred
to the dielectric electrode, and 15% was transferred to the metal or ground electrode. This
is due to the micro discharge concentration spreading on the dielectric glass electrode’s
surface in a much larger area than the filament diameter.
Figure 9 shows the heat transfer distribution to the dielectric electrode at different
voltages and NH3 input flow rates. The heat transfer distribution at 12 kV was higher than
at 15 kV and 18 kV. The variation of the heat transfer distribution of the dielectric
electrodes was slightly decreased at low ammonia flow rate, and the amount is related to
the enthalpy gained by the ammonia feed gas. Secondary electron emissions deliver more
ionization, which leads to higher metal electrode heating than that of the dielectric
electrode.
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Figure 8. Heat transfer distribution in PPR with electrode gap distance of 4.5 mm:
(a) plasma voltage 12 kV, (b) plasma voltage 15 kV, (c) plasma voltage 18 kV.
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Figure 9. Dielectric electrode heat transfer distribution.
Figure 10 compares the heat transfer distribution of the metal electrode at different
voltages. The heat transfer distribution increased with ammonia input flow rate at 15 and
18 kV. The heat transfer distribution was clearly decreased at an NH3 flow rate of 0.5
L/min and 12 kV. It has been reported that the heat transfer mechanism is not affected by
the feed gas’ physical properties but is influenced by changes in the plasma structure [21].
Additionally, the heat transfer distribution of the metal electrode was higher than that
obtained from the dielectric electrode. The total heat transfer rate at different input flow
rates and voltages is shown in figure 11. It is clear from this figure that the total heat
transfer rate at 18 kV was much higher than at15 kV and 18 kV. Most of the plasma heat
was transferred to the high-voltage electrode direction due to the concentration of micro
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discharges at the electrode surface. Furthermore, the DBD plasma heat transfer
mechanism was not affected by the changes of the feed gas’ physical properties, while
the ammonia’s decomposition behavior using DBD plasma was obviously changed.
Figure 12 presents the overall heat transfer coefficient at different input flow rates
and plasma voltages. It is clear that the overall heat transfer coefficient increased with
the voltage. Furthermore, the overall heat transfer coefficient at the ammonia flow rate
of 1 L/min was higher than at 0.5 and 0.1 L/min. Conversely, the overall heat transfer
coefficient at the high ammonia flow rate exceeded those of the lower ones, while the
conversion rate results at the same ammonia flow rate were lower.
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Figure 10. Metal electrode heat transfer distribution.
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Figure 11. Total heat transfer rate distribution at different plasma voltages.
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Figure 12. Overall heat transfer coefficient at different NH3 flow rates.
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Figure 13. Comparison of energy efficiency versus input electric power.
Figure 13 compares the energy efficiency of both reactors with different electrode gap
distances and electric power. It is clear that the energy efficiency was higher at a gap
distance of 4.5 mm than at 1 mm. The maximum energy efficiencies at 4.5 mm with input
flow rates of 1, 0.5, and 0.1 L/min were 0.1936%, 0.178%, and 0.1057%, respectively.
The maximum energy efficiencies at 1 mm with ammonia input flow rates of 1, 0.5, and
0.1 L/min were 0.0428%, 0.038% and 0.022%, respectively.
CONCLUSION
In this study, ammonia-argon base gas was decomposed into hydrogen and nitrogen
gas by atmospheric-pressure DBD plasma. Ammonia gas was fed into PPRs with
electrode gap distances of 1 mm and 4.5 mm. The hydrogen production was affected by
the electrode gap distance. The hydrogen concentration and flow rate at a gap distance of
4.5 mm results were much higher than at 1 mm.
The effect of the residence time on the hydrogen conversion was also investigated.
The maximum conversion rates at 4.5 mm and 1 mm were 83% and 19.29%, respectively.
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The heat transfer distribution of metal, dielectric electrodes, and heat loss to the
atmosphere were determined at different voltages, and most of the heat generation was
transferred to the dielectric electrode surface due to the concentration of micro discharges
near the high-voltage electrode. The heat transfer mechanism was not affected by the
ammonia physical properties, while the ammonia decomposition by the DBD plasma was
obviously changed.
The energy efficiency of NH3 decomposition was determined at different input power.
The maximum obtained energy efficiencies with an NH3 concentration of 5% and gap
distance of 4.5 mm were 0.1936%, 0.178%, and 0.1057% at ammonia input flow rates of
1, 0.5, and 0.1 L/min, respectively. Those at a gap distance of 1 mm were 0.0428%,
0.038%, and 0.022%, respectively.
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